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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the typed versions of the λ-calculus written in a notation which helps
describe canonical forms more elegantly than the classical notation, and enables to divide terms
into classes according to their reductional behaviour. In this notation, β-reduction can be gener-
alised from a relation on terms to one on equivalence classes. This class reduction covers many
known notions of generalised reduction. We extend the Barendregt cube with our class reduction
and show that the subject reduction property fails but that this is not unique to our class reduction.
We show that other generalisations of reduction (such as the σ -reduction of Regnier) also behave
badly in typed versions of the λ-calculus. Nevertheless, solution is at hand for these generalised
reductions by adopting the useful addition of definitions in the contexts of type derivations. We
show that adding such definitions enables the extensions of type systems with class reduction and
σ -reduction to satisfy all the desirable properties of type systems, including subject reduction and
strong normalisation. Our proposed typing relation c is the most general relation in the literature
that satisfies all the desirable properties of type systems. We show that classes contain all the desir-
able information related to a term with respect to typing, strong normalisation, subject reduction,
etc.
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1. Introduction
Generalised reduction has received much attention in the literature in the past dec-
ade where various uses and benefits of generalising reduction have been illustrated (cf.
[2–4,9–14,16–18,20,21]). In [5] we gave the most general form of reductionβ which on
one hand is fine grained, and on the other, works on classes rather than terms. We showed
that this general notion of class reduction does indeed generalise existing ones.
Yet, if such a reduction is to be useful in practice (and especially in computation), we
need to use it in type systems. In particular, we need to show that indeed using β with
type theory would satisfy the basic requirements of a typed system. In particular, the issues
of safety and termination are a priority. A safe type system must give all the intermediate
(and final) values of a program, the same type. Similarly, a type systems should not type
non terminating programs. And indeed this is the case if we extend simple type theory with
β . But, simple types are easy. The real test is those useful powerful type systems such as
dependent or polymorphic type theory.
In this paper, we set out to provide useful type systems which use our general class
reduction. Since we are interested in the behaviour of class reduction with all sorts of types
(simple, polymorphic and dependent), we take the cube of eight different systems [1] as
the basic framework. The initial step we followed was to simply add class reduction to
the cube. Alas, when extending the systems of the cube withβ , we find that the subject
reduction property (SR) which states that if A β B then B has the same type as A, no
longer holds for six of the systems of the cube, although it holds for the weaker systems λ→
and λω. This problem however can be solved by also extending the cube with definitions
which avoid the loss of information in the contexts needed to type terms. In this way,
subject reduction will hold for all the systems of the cube. Definitions are a useful mech-
anism in manipulating contexts and we see them already used in programming languages
under the name let expressions. Hence, in this way, our extension with definitions and class
reduction gives type systems which are more useful for computation. We extend the cube
with the new typing relation c, the definition mechanism and class reduction β and
show that c is the most general relation that satisfies all the desirable properties of type
systems. We also show that our notion of classes contains all the desirable information
related to a term with respect to typing, strong normalisation, subject reduction, etc. The
article is divided as follows:
• In Section 2, we adapt the definitions of [5] needed to introduce our new typing rela-
tions.
• In Section 3, we illustrate that our reduction is not unique in losing subject reduction
when mixed with powerful type systems. We extend the eight type systems of the cube
with reduction →β modulo σ -equivalence of [17] and show that, in general, subject
reduction (SR) fails. [17] showed that σ -equivalence enjoys desirable properties with
respect to normalisation and the length of reductions. In [5], we showed that β sub-
sumes reduction modulo σ -equivalence →β . So, even a weaker reduction than β
loses SR in the systems of the cube. We explain how SR can be restored to the cube
with →β , from the restored cube withβ .
• In Section 4 we extend the Barendregt cube with β and show that subject reduction
holds for λ→ and λω but fails for the six other systems.
• In Section 5, in addition to β , we add definitions in contexts of the cube. We show
that all the desirable properties including SR and strong normalisation hold for all the
systems of the extended cube with β and definitions. Using classes means that we
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cannot use the usual methods for establishing SR. The vital point is that classes preserve
types and that the cube with definitions only enjoys SR. As for the proof of strong nor-
malisation (SN), we translate typing judgements of the extended cube into the ordinary
cube by removing the definitions from the contexts and unfolding them in terms. In this
way, SN of the extended cube is a result of that of the ordinary cube.
2. Adapting the results and notation of [5] for types
Let V be an infinite collection of variables over which x, y, z, . . . range and let π ∈
{λ,}. The set of pseudo-expressions T (also called terms) is defined by:
T = ∗ | |V |(Tδ)T | (TπV )T.
We take A,B,C,D,E,M,N, a, b, . . ., resp. S, S1, S2 to range overT resp. {∗,}.
We assume familiarity with the λ-calculus and notions like compatibility and reduction
(cf. [1]). We use the item notation (cf. [8]) where one writes the argument before the
function so ab becomes (bδ)a, and one writes πx:B.a as (Bπx)a. This way, a term A is a
sequence (possibly empty) of -items (Bx), λ-items (Bλx) and δ-items (bδ), followed
by a variable called the heart of A, notation ♥(A). We use s1, s2, . . . to range over items
and call b the body of the δ-item (bδ). A sequence of items is called a segment. We use
s¯, s¯1, s¯2, . . . to range over segments and write ∅ for the empty segment. If s¯ ≡ s1s2 · · · sn,
we call the si’s (for 1  i  n) the main items of s¯; these si’s are also the main items
of s¯x. The weight of a segment s¯, weight(s¯), is the number of its main items. We define
weight(s¯x) to be weight(s¯). Terms have now specific forms:
Lemma 1. Every term has one of the three forms: 1. (A1δ) · · · (Anδ)x, where x ∈ V and
n  0, 2. (Bπx)A, and 3. (A1δ) · · · (Anδ)(Bδ)(Dπx)C, where n  0.
Well-balanced segments (w-b) are constructed inductively from matching δ- and π-items:
• ∅ is w-b,
• if s¯ is w-b then (Aδ)s¯(Bπx) is w-b,
• if s1, s2, . . . sn are w-b, then the concatenation s1 s2, . . . sn is w-b.
Let E ≡ s1(Aδ)s2(Bπy)s3x. We say that (Aδ) and (Bπy) match or are partners or
partnered if s2 is w-b. If s2 ≡ ∅, then (Aδ) and (Bπy) are δπ-pairs, else, they are δπ-
couples. Hence, we speak of δλ-pairs/couples, δ-pairs/couples, and δπ-pairs/couples. If
an item s has no partner, we say that s is bachelor. In item notation, a β-redex is a δλ-
pair. Bound and free variables and substitution are defined as usual. We write BV (A) and
FV (A) to represent the bound and free variables of A respectively. We write A[x := B] to
denote the term where all the free occurrences of x in A have been replaced by B. We take
terms to be equivalent up to variable renaming and use ≡ to denote syntactical equality of
terms. We assume the usual Barendregt variable convention (which says that bound vari-
ables are always chosen distinct from free variables and that whenever necessary, variables
are renamed to ensure this) (cf. [1]). The next definition is basic for this paper:
Definition 2
• A term is in canonical form if it has the form:
(B1πx1) · · · (Bnπxn)(C1δ)(D1πy1) · · · (Cmδ)(Dmπym)(A1δ) · · · (Alδ)x.1
1 Note that, for 1  p, q  m, 1  i  n and 1  j  l, Dp , Cq , Bi and Aj are not required to be canonical
forms themselves, and that (Biπxi ) and (Aj δ) are bachelor.
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• For r ∈ {β, θ, γ, p}, we define →r as the compatible closure of the rule (r):2
(β) (Bδ)(Cλx)A →β A[x := B]
(θ) (Cδ)(Bδ)(Dπx)A →θ (Bδ)(Dπx)(Cδ)A
(γ ) (Bδ)(Dπx)(Eπy)A →γ (Eπy)(Bδ)(Dπx)A
(p) (A1δ)(B1πy1)(A2δ)(B2πy2)B →p (A2δ)(B2πy2)(A1δ)(B1πy1)B
if y1 /∈ FV (A2) ∪ FV (B2)
• We define →θγ to be →θ ∪ →γ and →θγp to be →θ ∪ →γ ∪ →p.
• We define σ -reduction →σ as the smallest compatible relation containing (θ) and (γ ).
• For a reduction relation →r where r ∈ {β, θ, γ, p, θγ, θγp, σ }, we write →→r for its
reflexive transitive closure and =r for its equivalence closure. A and B are σ -equivalent
if A =σ B.
• →β is the least compatible relation generated by: A →β B iff ∃C =σ A such that
C →β B.
• → β is the reflexive transitive closure of →β and ∼=β its reflexive transitive symmetric
closure.
• The class [A] of terms that are semi reductionally equivalent to A, is {B | θ(γ (A)) =p
θ(γ (B))}. We say that B is semi reductionally equivalent to A, and write B ≈equi A,
iff B ∈ [A].
• One-step class-reductionβ is the least compatible relation generated by:
Aβ B iff ∃A′ ∈ [A], ∃B ′ ∈ [B] such that A′ →β B ′.
•  β is the reflexive transitive closure ofβ and ≈β its reflexive transitive symmetric
closure.
A is strongly normalizing with respect to → (written SN→(A) or A ∈ SN→(A)) iff every
→-reduction path from A terminates. As usual, we use CR for Church Rosser.
Lemma 3
• →θ ,→γ ,=γ ,=θ ,=p  ≈equi  =β . And, for all r, r ′ ∈ {≈equi,=θγp,=θγ ,=σ },
we have r = r ′.
• →β,β  =β . Moreover, →β  →β β and →β  → β  β .
Also,∼=β =≈β==β .
• →θ , →γ and →θγ are strongly normalising. Moreover,→θ , →γ , →β and β are
CR.
• If Aβ B then for all A′ ≈equi A, for all B ′ ≈equi B,A′ β B ′.
• Let →∈ {→β,β}. If A ∈ SN→ and A′ ∈ [A] then A′ ∈ SN→. Moreover, SNβ =
SN→β .
3. The cube with the reduction modulo σ -equivalence →β
In this section we extend the cube of [1] with β-reduction modulo σ -equivalence, →β ,
and show that subject reduction fails. First, we give the typing rules of the original cube.
2 In (γ ), the Barendregt convention on the right hand side ensures that the reductions are only allowed when
x /∈ FV (E). Moreover, we keep to tradition and do not allow reduction to take place for a δ-pair although
[6,15] give good reasons why this tradition needs to change and why -reduction is useful.
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The systems of the cube are based on a the set of termsT and a set of rulesR ⊆ {∗,}2.
The reduction relation of the cube is →β . We define a context to be a sequence (possibly
empty) of λ-items. We use ,′,1, . . . to denote contexts. We denote the empty context
by 〈 〉.
Definition 4 (The typing rules of the cube in item notation)
(axiom) 〈 〉  ∗ : 
(start)   A : S
(Aλx)  x : A if x is fresh
(weak)   A : S   D : E
(Aλx)  D : E if x is fresh
(app)   F : (Ax)B   a : A
  (aδ)F : B[x := a]
(abs) (Aλx)  b : B   (Ax)B : S
  (Aλx)b : (Ax)B
(conv)   A : B   B
′ : S B =β B ′
  A : B ′
(form)   A : S1 (Aλx)  B : S2
  (Ax)B : S2
if (S1, S2) ∈ R
A context or a term is called legal with respect to a type system if it occurs as such in a
type-derivation in that system.
Each of the eight systems of the cube is obtained by taking the (S1, S2) rules from a
subset R of {(∗, ∗), (∗,), (, ∗), (,)}. The basic system is the one where (S1, S2) =
(∗, ∗) is the only possible choice. All other systems have this version of the formation
rules, plus one or more other combinations of (∗,), (, ∗) and (,) for (S1, S2). Table
1 presents those eight systems.
To introduce β-reduction modulo σ -equivalence to the cube, we simply use →β instead
of →β . This means that none of the typing rules changes and that our extended cube of
this subsection is exactly that of Barendregt in [1] with the only difference that we use →β
instead of →β .
The next two examples show that if our type derivation rules are those of Definition
4 and our reduction relation is →β instead of →β , then we lose the subject reduction
property (SR) which states that if   A : B and A → β A′ then   A′ : B.
Table 1
Systems of the cube
System Set of (S1, S2)-rules System Set of (S1, S2)-rules
λ→ (∗, ∗) λω (∗, ∗) (,)
λ2 (∗, ∗) (, ∗) λω (∗, ∗) (, ∗) (,)
λP (∗, ∗) (∗,) λP2 (∗, ∗) (, ∗) (∗,)
λPω (∗, ∗) (∗,) (,) λPω = λC (∗, ∗) (, ∗) (∗,) (,)
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Example 5 (With →β , SR fails in λ2, λP 2, λω and λC)
Let
 ≡ (∗λβ)(βλy′),
A ≡ (y′δ)(βδ)(∗λα)(αλy)(yδ)(αλx)x
and
B ≡ (βδ)(∗λα)(y′δ)(αλx)x.
Then,  λ2 A : β and A →β B. Yet,  λ2 B : β. Even,  λ2 B : τ for any τ .
This is because (αλx)x : (αx)α and y : β yet α and β are unrelated and hence we fail
in firing the application rule to find the type of (y′δ)(αλx)x. Looking closer however, one
finds that (βδ)(∗λα) is defining α to be β, yet no such information can be used to combine
(αx)α with β. Definitions take such information into account, but definitions are not part
of the cube. Finally note that failure of SR in λ2, means its failure in λP 2, λω and λC.
Example 6 (With →β , SR fails in λP , λP 2, λPω and λC)
Let
 ≡ (∗λσ )(σλt )((σq) ∗ λC)((tδ)CλA),
A ≡ (Aδ)(tδ)(σλx)((xδ)Cλy)(yδ)((xδ)CλZ)Z
and
B ≡ (tδ)(σλx)(Aδ)((xδ)CλZ)Z.
Then,  λP A : (tδ)C and A →β B but  λP B : τ for any τ , as
A : (tδ)C, y : (xδ)C, (tδ)C = (xδ)C.
Here again the reason of failure is similar to the above example. At one stage, we need
to match (xδ)C with (tδ)C but this is not possible even though we do have the defini-
tion segment: (tδ)(σλx) which defines x to be t . All this calls for the need to use these
definitions. Finally note that failure of SR in λP , means its failure in λP 2, λPω and λC.
The above two examples show that SR fails in six systems of the cube when β-reduction
modulo σ -equivalence, →β , is used. However, SR does not fail for the other two systems
λ→ and λω. Furthermore, SR can be re-established for all the eight systems by allowing
definitions in the context. We will not show this for this particular extension, but instead,
we show it for a more general extension of the cube, that with class reduction β rather
than reduction modulo σ -equivalence. In fact, since →β⊂β and hence, as definitions
restore subject reduction in the cube withβ (cf. Section 4), they will also restore subject
reduction in the cube with →β .
4. The cube with class reductionβ
Alas, when extending the systems of the cube withβ , we find that the subject reduc-
tion property which states that if A β B then B has the same type as A, no longer holds
for six of the systems of the cube, although it holds for the systems λ→ and λω. This
problem however can be solved by also extending the cube with definitions which avoid
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the loss of information in the contexts needed to type terms. In this way, subject reduction
will hold for all the systems of the cube.
In Section 4.1 we extend the cube with class reduction and show that that subject reduc-
tion fails for 6 systems of the cube with class reduction. In Section 4.2 we show that subject
reduction holds for λ→ and λω with β (without definitions). We show furthermore that
in λ→ and λω with β , reductionally equivalent terms have the same type in the sense that
if   A : B then for all A′ ∈ [A], for all B ′ ∈ [B], we have   A′ : B ′ (see Theorem
20).
4.1. Extending the cube with β
In this section, we introduce class-reduction to the cube of [1]. This means that our
reduction relation now is not →β butβ and that our extended cube of this subsection is
exactly that of Barendregt in [1] with the only difference that we useβ instead of →β .
The same two examples (Examples 5 and 6) given for →β show that if our type deriva-
tion rules are those of Definition 4 and our reduction relation is β instead of →→β , then
we lose the subject reduction property (SR) which states that if   A : B and A β A′
then   A′ : B.
Lemma 7. In the cube with class reduction β, we have:
SR fails in λ2, λP 2, λω and λC and also in λP, λP 2, λPω and λC.
Proof. Examples 5 and 6 also hold for β . 
The rest of this section proves that subject reduction holds for λ→ and λω.
Remark 8. Because the extension of the cube in this section with  β does not involve
any changes to the syntax or typing rules of the cube of [1], we assume the same notational
convention of [1]. In particular, we take dom(), subcontexts and  ⊂  to have the usual
meaning.
The first three lemmas and corollary are exactly those of the cube of [1] because β does
not play any role in them. Only ≈β (which is the same as =β ) is involved.
Lemma 9 (Thinning for  and β ). Let  and  be legal contexts such that  ⊆′ . Then
  A : B ⇒   A : B.
Proof. Induction on the length of derivations   A : B. 
Lemma 10 (Generation lemma for  and β)
1.   x : C ⇒ ∃S1, S2 ∈S∃B =β C[  B : S1 ∧ (Bλx) ∈′  ∧   C : S2].
2.   (Ax)B : C ⇒ ∃S1, S2 ∈S[  A : S1 ∧ (Aλx)  B : S2 ∧ (S1, S2)
is a rule ∧ C =β S2 ∧ [C ≡ S2 ⇒ ∃S[  C : S]]].
3.   (Aλx)b : C ⇒ ∃S,B[  (Ax)B : S ∧ (Aλx)  b : B ∧
C =β (Ax)B ∧ C ≡ (Ax)B ⇒ ∃S′ ∈S[  C : S′]].
4.   (aδ)F : C ⇒ ∃A,B, x[  F : (Ax)B ∧   a : A ∧
C =β B[x := a] ∧ (B[x := a] ≡ C ⇒ ∃S ∈S[  C : S])].
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Proof. Induction on the derivation rules using thinning. 
Corollary 11 (Generation corollary for  and β)
1. Correctness of types: If   A : B then ∃S[B ≡ S or   B : S].
2. If   A : (B1x)B2 then ∃S[  (B1x)B2 : S].
3. If A is a -term, then A is , a -kind or a -element.
Lemma 12 (Substitution for  and  β ). If (Bλx)  C : D and   A : B, then
[x := A]  C[x := A] : D[x := A].
Proof. By induction on the derivation rules, using the thinning lemma. 
4.2. Subject reduction and preservation of types by classes in λ→ and λω
Since β is defined on classes instead of terms, we cannot use the usual methods for
establishing Subject Reduction. For this, we need to establish that classes preserve types
(Theorem 20). Subject Reduction will then be a corollary of the fact that classes preserve
types. We start with a definition:
Definition 13 (Context reduction and equivalence in the cube with  and β )
1. We define →r ′ for r ∈ {θ, γ, θγ } by ≡ 1(Aλx)2,′ ≡ 1(A′λx)2 and A →r
A′. We define →→r on contexts to be the reflexive transitive closure of →r .
2. We define  ⇒θγ ′ by  ≡ 1(Aλx)2, ′ ≡ 1(A′λx)2 and A →→θγ A′. Note
that on contexts, =θγ is the equivalence relation of ⇒θγ .
3. We say that ′ ∈ [] if ′ results from  by substituting some main items (Cλx) of 
by (C′λx) where C′ ∈ [C]. Note that ′ ∈ [] iff  =θγ ′.
In order to prove Theorem 20, which works for classes modulo =θγ , we will show Lemmas
15–18 which deal with θ-reduction and γ -reduction. Lemma 14 is a help lemma (proved
in Appendix A). Item 1 simplifies the proofs by induction on the derivation rules since we
can work with B instead of B[x := C] for some C (it is used in the proofs of Item 2 and
Lemmas 15–18). Item 2 combines various steps of Lemma 10 and is used in the proofs
of Lemmas 16–18). Item 3 eliminates the case that π might be a  when some typing
condition holds. As a result of item 3, in what follows, when a term (aδ)(bπx)c is typable,
we write it as (aδ)(bλx)c. Items 4 resp. 5 are needed in the proofs of Lemmas 17 and 18
resp. Lemma 17. Throughout, IH stands for Induction Hypothesis.
Lemma 14
1. Since we only use rules (∗, ∗) and (,), if   (Ax)B : S then x ∈ FV (B).
2. [Redex Generation] If   (Aδ)(Bλx)C : D then (Bλx)  C : D,   A : B and
  (Bx)D : S for some sort S.
3. If   (aδ)(bπx)c : A then π is λ.
4. [Interchange] If (Aλx)(Bλy)  C : D and x ∈ FV (B) then also
(Bλy)(Aλx)  C : D.
5. If   A : e and e =β S for some sort S, then e ≡ S.
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Lemmas 15–18 are the basic building blocks to proving Theorem 20. In these lemmas, 1
and 2 are proven simultaneously by a tedious induction on the derivation of   A : B.
See Appendix A.
Lemma 15 (One step SR for →θ in the cube with  and β ). Let   A : B.
1. If A →θ A′ then   A′ : B.
2. If  →θ ′ then ′  A : B.
Lemma 16 (One step SR for ←θ in the cube with  and β ). Let   A : B.
1. If A′ →θ A then   A′ : B.
2. If ′ →θ  then ′  A : B.
Lemma 17 (One step SR for →γ in the cube with  and β ). Let   A : B.
1. If A →γ A′ then   A′ : B.
2. If  →γ ′ then ′  A : B.
Lemma 18 (One step SR for ←γ in the cube with  and β ). Let   A : B.
1. If A′ →γ A then   A′ : B.
2. If ′ →γ  then ′  A : B.
Corollary 19 (SR for classes, →→θγ ,←←θγ in the cube with  and β ). Let   A : B.
1. If A →→θγ A′ then   A′ : B.
2. If A′ →→θγ A then   A′ : B.
3. If  ⇒θγ ′ then ′  A : B.
4. If ′ ⇒θγ  then ′  A : B.
5. If A′ ∈ [A] then   A′ : B.
6. If   A : B and ′ ∈ [] then ′  A : B.
Proof. Items 1 and 2 are by induction on the length of the reduction →→θγ using Lemmas
15–18. Items 3 and 4 are by induction on the derivation   A : B using 1 and 2. For 5, if
A′ ∈ [A] then A′ =θγ A by Proposition 3 and ∃A′′ where A′ →→θγ A′′ and A →→θγ A′′;
by 1,   A′′ : B (as A →→θγ A′′ and   A : B) and hence by 2,   A′ : B. For 6, as
′ ∈ [], there are main items (C1λx1), . . . , (Cnλxn) of  (for n  0) which are replaced
in ′ by (C′1λx1), . . . , (C′nλxn) where C′i ∈ [Ci] and otherwise,  and ′ are the same. The
proof is by induction on n.
• Case n = 0 nothing to prove as  ≡ ′.
• If n = 1 then assume ′ ∈ [] is due to (C′λx) ∈ ′ and (Cλx) ∈  where C′ ∈ [C]
and this is the only difference between  and ′. Then as for 1. C′ =θγ C and ∃C′′
such that C′ →→θγ C′′ and C →→θγ C′′. Let ′′ be the same as  but where (Cλx) is
replaced by (C′′λx). Then,  ⇒θγ ′′ and ′ ⇒θγ ′′. By Item 3, ′′  A : B (be-
cause  ⇒θγ ′′ and   A : B). Also, by Item 4, ′  A : B (because ′ ⇒θγ ′′
and ′′  A : B) and we are done.
• Assume the property holds for some n  1 and take  and ′ which differ by n + 1
such (Ciλxi ). Let ′′ be ′ but where (C′n+1λxn+1) is replaced by the original item
(Cn+1λxn+1) of . Hence ′′ and  differ only in n items. Hence, by IH ′′  A : B.
But ′′ and ′ differ by 1 item only and hence, again by IH, ′  A : B. 
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Theorem 20 (Classes preserve types in the cube withand β ).  A :B ⇐⇒ ∀′ ∈ [],
∀A′ ∈ [A], ∀B ′ ∈ [B], we have ′  A′ : B ′.
Proof. ⇐) is obvious. ⇒) By Corollary 19.6, ′  A : B and by Corollary 19.5,
′  A′ : B. By Correctness of types (Corollary 11.1) B ≡  or ′  B : S for some
sort S.
• If B ≡  then as B ′ ∈ [B], we also have B ′ ≡  and hence ′  A′ : B ′.
• If ′  B : S, then as B ′ ∈ [B] we have by Corollary 19.5, that ′  B ′ : S. Now, as
=θγ⊆=β , we use (conv) to get ′  A′ : B ′. 
Now with Theorem 20, we can establish SR using  with β , via SR of  with →→β .
Corollary 21 (Subject reduction for  and  β ). If   A : B and A β A′ then
  A′ : B.
Proof. We prove   A : B, Aβ A′ ⇒   A′ : B. By definition ofβ , there are
A1, A
′
1 such that A1 ∈ [A], A′1 ∈ [A′] and A1 →β A′1. By Theorem 20,   A1 : B. By
subject reduction for the usual →β we have   A′1 : B. Again by Theorem 20, we get
  A′ : B. 
Although SR fails for the six remaining systems of the cube with  of Definition 4 and
 β , strong normalisation holds for all the systems of the cube with  of Definition 4 and
 β . Instead of proving this here, we move to the version that indeed satisfies SR and all
other properties.
5. Extending the cube with β and definitions
In this section we add definitions to our extension of Section 4 and show in that all the
desirable properties including SR hold for all the systems of the extended cube with β
and definitions.
Looking back at, for instance, Example 5, one notices that when reducing using β ,
the information that y′ has replaced y of type α is lost. All we know after the reduction is
that y′ has type β. But we need y′ of type α to be able to type the subterm (y′δ)(αλx)x of
the reduction. Definitions enable us to have extra information in our contexts such as “α
and β can be identified”. We do this by writing in our context: (βδ)(∗λα) which expresses
that α is defined to be β and is of type ∗. Next, we give the notion of definitions and how
they can be unfolded. A definition identifies a variable with a whole term. The unfolding
of the definition, undoes this identification and the variable will be replaced everywhere it
occurs free by the term it identifies.
Definition 22 (definitions, unfolding)
• If s¯ is a well-balanced segment not containing δ-couples, then a segment (Bδ)s¯(Cλx)
occurring in a context is called a definition.
• For s¯ well-balanced segment, we define the unfolding of s¯ in A, |A|s¯ , inductively as fol-
lows: |A|∅ ≡ A, |A|(Bδ)s1(Cπx) ≡ |A[x := B]|s1 and |A|s1s2 ≡ ||A|s2 |s1 . Note that sub-
stitution takes place from right to left.
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Lemma 23. Let s¯ be a well-balanced segment not containing main δ-couples.
1. |(Aδ)A′|s ≡ (|A|sδ)|A′|s and |A|s =β sA.
2. If none of the binding variables of s¯ is free in A, then |A|s¯ ≡ A.
3. If none of the binding variables of s¯ is free in A, then for any segment s1, we have:
s1(Aδ)s¯B =β s1s¯(Aδ)B.
Proof. 1 and 2 are by induction on weight(s¯).
3 is now obvious as s1(Aδ)s¯B
2≡ s1(|A|sδ)s¯B 1=β s1(|A|sδ)|B|s =β s1s¯(Aδ)B. 
We now introduce some notions concerning typing rules which coincide with the usual
ones when we do not allow definitions in the context (as is the case in the cube). When
definitions are present however, the notions are more general. Let  be a typing relation
and let → be a reduction relation whose reflexive transitive closure is →→ and whose
equivalence closure is =β .
Definition 24 (Declarations, pseudocontexts, ⊆′, β , definitional equality =def)
1. A declaration d is a λ-item (Aλx); we define subj(d), pred(d) and d to be x, A and
∅ resp.
2. For a definition d ≡ (Bδ)s(Aλx) let subj(d), pred(d), d and def(d) be x, A, s and
B resp.
3. We use d, d1, d2, . . . to range over declarations and definitions.
4. A pseudocontext  is a concatenation of declarations and definitions such that if (Aλx)
and (Bλy) are different main items of  then x ≡ y. We range ,,′,1, . . . over
pseudocontexts.
5. For  a pseudocontext, define dom() = {x ∈ V | (Aλx) is a main λ-item in  for
some A}, -def = {s | s ≡ (Aδ)s1(Bλx) is a main segment of where s1 is well-bal-
anced}, -decl = {s | s is a bachelor main λ-item of }. Note that
dom() = {subj(d) | d ∈ -decl ∪ -def}.
6. Define ⊆′ between pseudocontexts as the least reflexive transitive relation satisfying:
•  ⊆′ (Cλx) if no λ-item in  matches a δ-item in 
• d ⊆′ d if d is a definition
• s¯(Aλx) ⊆′ (Dδ)s¯(Aλx) if (Aλx) is bachelor in s(Aλx) and s¯ is well-
balanced
7. Reduction on pseudocontexts is defined by:
• (Aω)′ β (Bω)′ if A β B, for ω ∈ {δ} ∪ {λv : v ∈ V }.
• (Aω)′ →β (Bω)′ if A →→β B, for ω ∈ {δ} ∪ {λv : v ∈ V }.
•  β (resp. →→β ) on contexts is the reflexive transitive closure ofβ (resp. →β ).
8. We define the binary relation   · =def · to be the equivalence relation generated by
• if A =β B then   A =def B
• if d ∈ -def and A,B ∈T such that B arises from A by substituting one particu-
lar occurrence of subj(d) in A by def(d), then   A =def B.
Definition 25 (Statement, judgement, ≺)
1. A statement is of the form A : B, A and B are called the subject and the predicate
respectively.
2. For pseudocontext  and statement A : B, we call   A : B a judgement, meaning
A : B is derivable from the context .
We write   A : B : C to mean   A : B ∧   B : C.
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3. For pseudocontext  and definition/declaration d , we say that  invites d , notation
 ≺ d , iff
• d is a pseudocontext,
• d  pred(d) : S for some sort S,3 and
• if d is a definition then d  def(d) : pred(d) and FV (def(d)) ⊆ dom().
4. For declarations/definitions d, d1, . . . , dn, define   d and   d1 · · · dn simulta-
neously by:
• If d is a definition:   d iff   subj(d) : pred(d) ∧   def(d) : pred(d) ∧
  d ∧   subj(d) =def def(d).
If d is a declaration:   d iff   subj(d) : pred(d).
•   d1 · · · dn iff   di for all 1  i  n.
5. A is -term if ∃B[  A : B or   B : A].
-terms = {A | ∃B[  A : B ∨   B : A]}.
A is called legal if ∃[A ∈ -terms].
 is called legal if ∃A,B such that   A : B.
6. We take -kinds = {A |   A : } and -types = {A ∈T |   A : ∗}.
7. A is a -element if ∃B, S[  A : B and   B : S].
Now we will in the definition below present the rules of Definition 4 differently. Note that
in Definition 26, if one takes d to be a meta-variable for declarations only, =def the same
as =β (which is independent of ) and the reduction relation as →β , then one gets the
known cube of [1] given in Definition 4. We invite the reader to check this.
Definition 26 (Axioms and rules of the cube with the ≺ notation)
(axiom) 〈 〉  ∗ : 
(start)  ≺ d
d  subj(d) : pred(d)
(weak)  ≺ d d  D : E
d  D : E
(app)   F : (Ax)B   a : A
  (aδ)F : B[x := a]
(abs) (Aλx)  b : B   (Ax)B : S
  (Aλx)b : (Ax)B if (Aλx) is bachelor in (Aλx)
(conv)   A : B   B ′ : S   B =def B ′
  A : B ′
(form)   A : S1 (Aλx)  B : S2
  (Ax)B : S2
if (S1, S2) is a rule and (Aλx) is bachelor in (Aλx)
3 Note that binding variables in d may occur free in pred(d) but not in def(d) if  ≺ d.
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If we did not use the ≺ notation, we would have needed for the cube with definitions, two
rules for (start) and two rules for (weak) as follows (in (start-def) and (weak-def), take
d ≡ (Bδ)d(Aλx)):
(start-dec)   A : S
(Aλx)  x : A if x is fresh
(start-def) d  A : S d  B : A
(Bδ)d(Aλx)  x : A
if d is a pseudocontext, FV (B) ⊆ dom()
(weak-dec)   A : S   D : E
(Aλx)  D : E if x is fresh
(weak-def) d  A : S d  B : A d  D : E
(Bδ)d(Aλx)  D : E
if d is a pseudocontext, FV (B) ⊆ dom()
In order to solve the SR problem for the six systems of the cube, we extend the cube with
definitions, β and equivalence classes modulo =θγ . Contexts now have declarations and
definitions.
Definition 27 (Axioms and rules of the cube with both  β and definitions). The typing
rules c are exactly those of  of Definition 26 but with the addition of the definition rule:
(def rule)
d c C : D
 c dC : |D|d if d is a definition.
In this new system, the problem of subject reduction is solved, and all the other desirable
properties hold too. The reason that subject reduction holds now whereas it did not hold
in Examples 5 and 6 can be intuitively seen by showing that the counterexample given in
Example 5 no longer holds. Table 2 shows how the reduct of Example 5 can now be typed.
From the point of view of efficiency, it may seem unsatisfactory that in the (def rule)
definitions are being unfolded in D, since this will usually mean a size explosion of the
predicate. However, the unfolding is not necessary for non-topsorts (i.e. for D ≡ ) as the
following lemma shows:
Lemma 28. The following rule is a derived rule:
(derived def rule)
d c C : D d c D : S
 c dC : dD if d is a definition.
Table 2
Definitions solve subject reduction
(∗λβ)(βλy′ ) c y′ : β : ∗ : 
(∗λβ)(βλy′ )(βδ)(∗λα) c y′ : β, α : ∗ (weakening resp. start)
(∗λβ)(βλy′ )(βδ)(∗λα) c α =def β (use the definition in the context)
(∗λβ)(βλy′ )(βδ)(∗λα) c y′ : α (conversion)
(∗λβ)(βλy′ )(βδ)(∗λα)(y′δ)(αλx) c x : α (start)
(∗λβ)(βλy′ ) c (βδ)(∗λα)(y′δ)(αλx)x : α[x := y][α := β] ≡ β (definition rule)
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Proof. If d c C : D then by the (def rule),  c dC : |D|d ; if d c D : S
then by the (def rule)  c dD : S. Now by conversion  c dC : dD since
 c dD =def |D|d . 
If D is a sort then of course unfolding d in D is not inefficient since d will disappear.
Due to the possibility of using the (def rule) to type a redex, by using the (derived def
rule), in some cases it is even possible to circumvent a size explosion: suppose we want to
derive in λC a type for the term (Bδ)(∗λβ)(βλx)((βy)βλf )(xδ)f .
In λC without definitions, we will have to derive first (∗β)(βx)((βy)βf )β as
a type for the subterm (∗λβ)(βλx)((βx)βλf )(xδ)f , and by the application rule we will
finally derive the type (Bx)((By)Bf )B. Note that due to the last applied application
rule the term B has been copied four times, which could make the resulting type very large.
Using our type system extended with definitions however, we would first derive the
type (βx)((βy)βf )β for the term (βλx)((βy)βλf )(xδ)f , and then by the derived
definition rule we would derive the type (Bδ)(∗λβ)(βx)((βy)βf )β and avoid the
substitution of B for β. This is a further evidence for the advantage of using definitions.
5.1. Properties of the cube with β and definitions
Lemma 29 (Free variable lemma for c and  β ). Assume  c B : C. The following
holds:
1. If d and d ′ are two different elements of -decl ∪ -def, then subj(d) ≡ subj(d ′).
2. FV (B), FV (C) ⊆ dom().
3. If  = 1s12 then FV (s1) ⊆ dom(1).
Proof. All by induction on the derivation of  c B : C. 
Lemma 30 (Start lemma for c and β ). Let  be a legal context. Then  c ∗ :  and
∀d ∈ [ c d].
Proof.  is legal ⇒ ∃B,C[ c B : C]; use induction on the derivation  c B : C. 
Lemma 31 (Transitivity lemma for c and β ). Let  and  be legal contexts and define
 c  as usual. Then we have:
[ c  ∧  c A : B] ⇒  c A : B.
Proof. Induction on the derivation  c A : B. By the compatibility of  c C =def D
it follows that if d ∈  and D arises from C by substituting one particular free occur-
rence of subj(d) in C by def(d), then  c C =def D and hence  c C =def D implies
 c C =def D. 
By the next lemma, nested definitions like (Aδ)(Bδ)(Cλx)(Dλy) work as linear definitions
like (Bδ)(Cλx)(Aδ)(Dλy). Moreover, abstractions can be interchanged with definitions.
Lemma 32. Let d be a definition and note that subj(d) ∈ FV (d).
1. If d c C =def D then d(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d)) c C =def D and
(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d))d c C =def D.
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2. If x /∈ FV (d) then (Aλx)d c C =def D iff d(Aλx) c C =def D.
3. Let d ′ be a definition. If d ≺ d ′ then d(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d)) ≺ d ′ and
(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d))d ≺ d ′.
4. If d c C : D then d(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d)) c C : D and
(def(d)δ)(pred(d)λsubj(d))d c C : D.
5. Let d ′ be a definition. If x /∈ FV (d) then (Aλx)d ≺ d ′ iff d(Aλx) ≺ d ′.
6. If x /∈ FV (d) then (Aλx)d c C : D iff d(Aλx) c C : D.
Proof. Note that (Aλx) needs not be bachelor. 1 and 2 are by induction on the generation
of =def. 3 and 4 are proven simultaneously by induction on the derivation d c C : D.
5 and 6 are split into implications and proven simultaneously by induction on the derivation
(Aλx)d c C : D for one implication and d(Aλx) c C : D for the other). 3–6 need
1 and 2 for conversion. 
The following three lemmas and corollary are familiar from [1], but take definitions into
account.
Lemma 33 (Thinning for c and β)
1. If 12 c A =def B, 12 is a legal context, then 12 c A =def B.
2. If  and  are legal contexts such that  ⊆′  and  c A : B, then  c A : B.
Proof 1 is by induction on the derivation 12 c A =def B. 2 is done by showing:
• If  c A : B,  c C : S, x is fresh, and no λ-item in  is partnered by a δ-item in
, then also (Cλx) c A : B. By induction on the derivation  c A : B using 1
for conversion.
• If s¯ c A : B, s¯ c C : D : S, FV (C) ⊆ dom(), x is fresh, s¯ is well-balanced,
then also (Cδ)s¯(Dλx) c A : B. We show this by induction on s¯ c A : B. For
(start) for instance where (Aδ)s¯(Bλy) c y : A comes from s¯ c A : B : S, y fresh
and FV (A) ⊆ dom(), then (Cδ)s¯(Dλx) c A : B : S by IH so again by (start),
(Cδ)(Aδ)s¯(Bλy)(Dλx) c x : A.
• If s¯(Aλx) c B : C, (Aλx) is bachelor, s¯ is well-balanced, s¯ c D : A, and
FV (D) ⊆ dom(), then (Dδ)s¯(Aλx) c B : C. We show this by induction on
s¯(Aλx) c B : C. 
Lemma 34 (Generation lemma for c and β)
1. If  c x : A then for some B, S : (Bλx) ∈ , c B : S,  c A =def B and
 c A : S′ for some S′.
2. If  c (Aλx)B : C then for some D, S : (Aλx) c B : D,  c (Ax)D : S,
 c (Ax)D =def C and if (Ax)D ≡ C then  c C : S′ for a sort S′.
3. If  c (Ax)B : C then for some S1, S2 :  c A : S1,  c B : S2, (S1, S2) is a
rule, c C =def S2 and if S2 ≡ C then  c C : S for some S.
4. If  c (Aδ)B : C, (Aδ) bachelor in B, then for some D,E, x :  c A : D,
 c B : (Dx)E, c E[x := A] =def C and if E[x := A] ≡ C then  c C : S
for some sort S.
5. If  c s¯A : B, then s¯ c A : B for well balanced s¯.
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Proof. 1–4 follow by a tedious but straightforward induction on the derivations (use Thin-
ning Lemma 33). As to 5, use induction on weight(s¯). 
Lemma 35 (Substitution lemma for c and β ). Let d be a definition.
1. If d c A =def B, A and B are d-legal terms, then
d[subj(d) := def(d)] c A[subj(d) := def(d)] =def B[subj(d) := def(d)].
2. If B is a d-legal term, then d c B =def |B|d .
3. If (Aλx) c B : C, c D : A and (Aλx) bachelor in (Aλx) then
[x := D] c B[x := D] : C[x := D].
4. If (Dδ)s¯(Aλx) c B : C and s¯ well-balanced then
s¯[x := D] c B[x := D] : C[x := D].
5. If d c C : D, then ||d c |C|d : |D|d .
Proof. 1. Induction on the derivation rules of =def. 2. Induction on the structure of B. 3
and 4. Induction on the derivation rules, using 1, 2 and Lemma 33. Finally, 5 is a corollary
of 3. 
Corollary 36 (Correctness of types for c and β)
If  c A : B then B ≡  or  c B : S for some sort S.
Proof. Induction on the derivation rules. The interesting rules are application and defini-
tion:
• Case  c dA : |B|d results from d c A : B, then by IH B ≡  or d c B : S
for some S. In the first case |B|d ≡ , in the second case by the Substitution Lemma
 c |B|d : |S|d ≡ S.
• Case  c (aδ)F : B[x := a] results from  c F : (Ax)B,  c a : A, then by IH
 c (Ax)B : S for some S and hence by Generation (Aλx) c B : S. Then by
Lemma 33, (aδ)(Aλx) c B : S, so by the definition rule
 c (aδ)(Ax)B : S[x := a] ≡ S. 
5.2. Subject reduction and preservation of types by classes for c and β
Similarly to our earlier extension of the cube with class reduction ( and  β ), we
cannot use the usual methods for establishing Subject Reduction for c and β . For this,
we need to establish that classes preserve types (Theorem 45) and that Subject Reduction
holds for c and →→β (Theorem 37). Subject Reduction for c and  β will then be a
corollary of Theorems 37 and 45.
Theorem 37 (Subject reduction for c and →→β ). If  c A : B and A →→β A′ then
 c A′ : B.
Proof. We show by simultaneous induction on the derivation rules that:
1. If  c A : B and  →β ′ then ′ c A : B and
2. If  c A : B and A →β A′ then  c A′ : B
using Lemmas 34.5 and 35 when reduction is at the root. 
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Similarly to Theorem 20, in order to prove Theorem 45 we need to establish four lemmas
which will be the basic blocks for the proof of Theorem 45. We start with a definition:
Definition 38 (Context Reduction and equivalence for the cube with c and β )
1. Let r ∈ {θ,, θ}.
• We say  →r ′ if  ≡ 1s¯2, ′ ≡ 1s¯′2 where
– Either s¯ ≡ (Aλx), s¯′ ≡ (A′λx) and A →r A′ or
– s¯ is well-balanced and s¯ →r s¯′.
• We say that  ⇒r ′ if  ≡ 1s¯2 and ′ ≡ 1s¯′2 where
– Either s¯ ≡ (Aλx), s¯′ ≡ (A′λx) and A →→r A′ or
– s¯ is well-balanced and s¯ →→r s¯′.
• We define →→r (resp. ⇒⇒r ) as the reflexive transitive closure of →r (resp. ⇒r ).
It is easy to show that on contexts, the equivalence relation based on ⇒⇒θγ is =θγ .
2. We say that ′ ∈ [] iff  =θγ ′.4
The following lemma will be used in the proofs of Lemmas 40–43.
Lemma 39
1. If B ∈ [A] then FV (A) = FV (B).
2. If B ∈ [A] and A does not contain partnered -items then B does not contain part-
nered -items.
3. For well balanced segments d, d ′, if d =θγ d ′ then |C|d ≡ |C|d ′ .
Proof 1. Induction on the structure of A. 2. Induction on the number of symbols in A.
3. Direct consequence of: A[x := B][y := C] ≡ A[y := C][x := B] if y ∈ FV (C) and
x ∈ FV (B). 
Here are now the four lemmas which form the basic blocks for the proof of Theorem 45.
As for Lemmas 15–18, the proof of these lemmas is by a tedious simultaneous induction
on the length of the derivation, distinguishing cases according to the last rule in 1 and 2.
See Appendix A.
Lemma 40 (One step SR for →θ in the cube with c and β)
1. Let  c A : B.
(a) If A →θ A′ then  c A′ : B.
(b) If  →θ ′ then ′ c A : B.
2. If  ≺ d and  →θ ′ then ′ ≺ d.
3. If  ≺ d and d →θ d ′ then either  ≺ d ′ or (there exists s¯, d ′′ such that d ′ ≡ s¯d ′′,
s¯ well balanced, d ′′ is a definition and s¯ ≺ d ′′).
4 Note that this implies that ′ and  are the same except that both items below hold:
• There are d1 · · · dn(n  0) declarations/definitions in  which are replaced in ′ by declarations/definitions
d ′1 · · · d ′n such that d ′i ∈ [di ].• There are main well-balanced segments s1 · · · s¯n(n  0) in  which are replaced in ′ by main well-balanced
segments s1′ · · · sn′ such that si ′ ∈ [sn].
Note here that we are treating contexts like terms. If you have any problem with this, use any sort S say, and write
S =θγ ′S.
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Lemma 41 (One step SR for ←θ in the cube with c and β)
1. Let  c A : B.
(a) If A′ →θ A then  c A′ : B.
(b) If ′ →θ  then ′ c A : B.
2. Let  ≺ d.
(a) If ′ →θ  then ′ ≺ d.
(b) If d ′ →θ d then  ≺ d ′.
Lemma 42 (One step SR for →γ in the cube with c and β)
1. Let  c A : B.
(a) If A →γ A′ then  c A′ : B.
(b) If  →γ ′ then ′ c A : B.
2. If  ≺ d and  →γ ′ then ′ ≺ d.
3. If  ≺ d and d →γ d ′ then there exists s¯, d ′′ such that d ′ ≡ d ′′s¯, s¯ is well balanced,
d ′′ is a definition and  ≺ d ′′.
Lemma 43 (One step SR for ←γ in the cube with c and β )
1. Let  c A : B.
(a) If A′ →γ A then  c A′ : B.
(b) If ′ →γ  then ′ c A : B.
2. Let  ≺ d.
(a) If ′ →γ  then ′ ≺ d.
(b) If d ′ →γ d then  ≺ d ′.
Corollary 44 (SR for classes,→→θγ ,←←θγ in the cube with c and β ). Let  c A : B.
1. If A →→θγ A′ then  c A′ : B.
2. If A′ →→θγ A then  c A′ : B.
3. If  ⇒⇒θγ ′ then ′ c A : B.
4. If ′ ⇒⇒θγ  then ′ c A : B.
5. If A′ ∈ [A] then  c A′ : B.
6. If ′ ∈ [] then ′ c A : B.
Proof. Items 1 and 2 are by induction on on the length of the reduction →→θγ using
Lemmas 40–43. Item 3: We only show it for ⇒θγ because the proof for ⇒⇒θγ is by
induction on the length of ⇒⇒θγ . If  ⇒θγ ′ comes from (Cλx) →→θγ (C′λx) then the
proof is by induction on the length of the derivation (Cλx) →→θγ (C′λx) using Lemmas
40–43. If  ⇒θγ ′ comes from s¯ →→θγ s¯′ then similar. Item 4 is similar to Item 3. Item 5:
Let A′ ∈ [A]. Then A′ =θγ A by Proposition 3 and hence ∃A′′ such that A′ →→θγ A′′ and
A →→θγ A′′. By 1,  c A′′ : B (because A →→θγ A′′ and  c A : B). By 2,
 c A′ : B (because A′ →→θγ A′′ and  c A′′ : B). Item 6: As ′ ∈ [] then
′ =θγ  and hence there is ′′ such that ′ ⇒⇒θγ ′′ and  ⇒⇒θγ ′′. Now use items
3 and 4 to derive that ′ c A : B. 
Theorem 45 (Classes preserve types in the cube with c and β)
 c A : B ⇐⇒ ∀′ ∈ [], ∀A′ ∈ [A], ∀B ′ ∈ [B] we have ′ c A′ : B ′.
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Proof. ⇐) is obvious. ⇒) By Corollary 44.6, ′  A : B and by Corollary 44.5,
′  A′ : B. By Corollary 36, B ≡  or ′  B : S for some sort S.
• If B ≡  then as B ′ ∈ [B], we also have B ′ ≡  and hence ′  A′ : B ′.
• If ′  B : S, then as B ′ ∈ [B] we have by Corollary 44.5, that ′  B ′ : S. Now, as
=θγ⊆=β , we use (conv) to get ′  A′ : B ′. 
Here is now the proof of SR using c and β , via the SR of c and →→β .
Corollary 46 (Subject reduction for c and  β ). If  c A : B and A β A′ then
 c A′ : B.
Proof. We only prove  c A : B, Aβ A′ ⇒  c A′ : B. By definition ofβ , there
are A1, A
′
1 such that A1 ∈ [A], A′1 ∈ [A′] and A1 →β A′1. By Theorem 45,  c A1 : B.
By subject reduction for c and →β (Theorem 37),  c A′1 : B. Again by Theorem 45,
 c A′ : B. 
Lemma 47 (Unicity of types for c and β)
1. If  c A : B and  c A : B ′ then  c B =def B ′.
2. If  c A : B and  c A′ : B ′ and A =β A′ then  c B =def B ′.
Proof. 1. By induction on the structure of A using the Generation Lemma. 2. By Church-
Rosser and Subject Reduction using 1. 
Remark 48. We did not prove the property  c B : S,  c A : B ′, B =β
B ′ ⇒  c B ′ : S. It seems difficult to prove because if  c B ′ : S′ then by Unicity
of Types  c S =def S′ and it is unclear whether S ≡ S′. Also, it would be interest-
ing whether  c A : B,  c A′ : B ′,  c A =def A′ implies  c B =def B ′, but to
prove this we face similar problems. We claim that one can prove it by showing first
that  c A : B implies  c |A| : |B|, where |A| means that all definitions in  are
unfolded in A.
Fact 49. Subtyping does not hold for c . Consider the following derivable judgement:
(∗λα) c (αδ)(∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z : (αy)α.
The subterm (∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z is not typable: if  c (∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z : A,
then by the Generation Lemma, ′ c z : α′ where ′ ≡ (∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz) and α′
satisfies ′ c α =def α′ and ′ c α′ : S.
Since  cannot contain bachelor δ-items, we know that (∗λβ) is not partnered in ′,
hence ′ c α =def β.
But since (yδ)(αλz) ∈ ′-def we know that (∗λβ)(βλy) c y : α : S. Also
(∗λβ)(βλy) c y : β so by Unicity of Types,(∗λβ)(βλy) c α =def β, contradiction.
The reason for failure of subtyping can be explained as follows: when we typed the term
(αδ)(∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z, we used the context (∗λα)(αδ)(∗λβ) to type (βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z.
In this context, β is defined to be α. Now, to type (∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z, the definition
(αδ)(∗λβ) cannot be used. Hence, we do not have all the information necessary to de-
rive the type of (∗λβ)(βλy)(yδ)(αλz)z. We do however have a partial result concerning
subtyping:
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Lemma 50 (Restricted subtyping in the cube with c and  β ). If  c A : B, A′ is a
subterm of A such that all bachelor items in A′ are also bachelor in A, then A′ is legal.
Proof. We prove by induction on the derivations: if A′ is a subterm of  or A such that all
bachelor items in A′ are also bachelor items in  respectively A, then A′ is legal. Note that
in the case of the (def rule) subterms s2C where d ≡ s1s2 and s1 is not the empty segment,
do not satisfy the restrictions, since at least one item of s2 is bachelor in s2C but partnered
in dC. 
Subterms satisfying the bachelor restriction as in Lemma 50, seem to be more important
than those not satisfying it. The reason for this is that the latter terms have an extra abstrac-
tion (the newly bachelor λ-item) and hence are-types which makes them more involved,
whereas the subterm property is useful because it tells something about less involved terms.
5.3. Strong normalisation of the cube with β and definitions
Finally, we establish strong normalisation for the cube extended with definitions and
class-reduction. The absence of a stepwise definition unfolding reduction (in contrast to
the work on definitions to the λ-cube in [19]) makes it possible to base the proof on a
translation to the cube without definitions and class-reduction. This way, we avoid the
complications [19] meets. We still need strong normalisation of λC in order to prove strong
normalisation for all systems of the cube extended with definitions and class-reduction, but
this is a weaker requirement than that of [19].
We start by defining the translation of judgements in the extended cube. In contexts,
definitions must be removed. In terms and types, definitions from the context must be
unfolded similar to definition unfolding in Definition 22.
Definition 51. For contexts , ‖‖ is defined inductively by
‖(Aλx)‖ ≡ ‖‖(Aλx), ‖d‖ ≡ ‖‖.
For terms D and contexts , ‖D‖ is defined inductively by
‖D‖(Aλx) ≡ ‖D‖, ‖D‖(Bδ)s¯(Aλx) ≡ ‖D[x := B]‖s¯ .
We first prove some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 52. For all terms A,B and context  we have
‖B[x := A]‖ ≡ ‖B‖[x := ‖A‖].
Proof. Induction on the length of  using the substitution lemma which says that
A[x := B][y := C] ≡ A[y := C][x := B[y := C]]. 
Lemma 53. For all terms B,B ′ and context , if  c B =def B ′ then ‖B‖ =β ‖B ′‖.
Proof. Induction on the length of . 
Lemma 54. If  λC C[x := B] : D, and  λC B : A then also , x : A λC C : D.
Proof. Tedious induction on the structure of C. 
Lemma 55. If A[x := b] ∈ SN→β then also A ∈ SN→β .
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Proof. By contraposition. Suppose A /∈ SN→β , say A →β A1 →β A2 →β A3 →β · · · is
an infinite reduction. Then also A[x := B] →β A1[x := B] →β A2[x := B] →β . . ., so
A[x := B] /∈ SN→β . 
Now we prove that we have a translation from derivable c-judgements to derivable judg-
ements in ordinary λC. We need the strong type system λC since redexes in terms as a
result of the (def rule) can have arbitrary abstractions.
Theorem 56. For all terms A,B and contexts , if
 c A : B then ‖‖ λC ‖A‖ : ‖B‖.
Proof. Induction on the derivation of  c A : B. We consider two cases.
(app)  c (aδ)F : B[x := a] from  c F : (Ax)B and  c a : A.
By IH we know that ‖‖ λC ‖F‖ : ‖(Ax)B‖ and ‖‖ λC ‖a‖ : ‖A‖.
Note that ‖(Ax)B‖ ≡ (‖A‖x)‖B‖ since by the variable convention,
x /∈ dom(). Hence by (app) in λC we get
‖‖ λC (‖a‖δ)‖F‖ : ‖B‖[x := ‖a‖]. Now we have by Lemma 52
(‖a‖δ)‖F‖ ≡ ‖(aδ)F‖ and ‖B‖[x := ‖a‖] ≡ ‖B[x := a]‖.
(def rule)  c dC : ‖D‖d as a consequence of d c C : D. By IH we have
‖d‖ λC ‖C‖d : ‖D‖d .
We show by induction on the length of d that now || λC ‖dC‖ : ‖|D|d‖.
Suppose d is not empty, say d ≡ (Bδ)d(Aλx). First note that
‖|D|d‖ ≡ ‖D‖d , ‖d‖ ≡ ‖d‖(≡ ‖‖) and that
‖dC‖ ≡ ‖C[x := B]‖d ≡ ‖C‖d [x := ‖B‖d ].
Since d is c-legal we have d c B : A so by IH we have
‖d‖ λC ‖B‖d : ‖A‖d . Then by Lemma 54 we have
‖d‖, x : ‖A‖d λC ‖C‖d : ‖D‖d , so by the (abs) rule (since we are in λC
the necessary formation is allowed) we have
‖d‖ λC (‖A‖dλx)‖C‖d : (‖A‖dx)‖D‖d ,
which is equivalent to
‖d‖ λC ‖(Aλx)C‖d : (‖A‖dx)‖D‖d .
Note that x /∈ FV (‖D‖d). Now by the second IH we get
‖‖ λC ‖d(Aλx)C‖ : (‖A‖dx)‖D‖d , and since ‖B‖d ≡ ‖B‖,
we also have ‖‖ λC ‖B‖ : ‖A‖d . Therefore by the (app) rule,
‖‖ λC (‖B‖δ)‖d(Aλx)C‖ : ‖D‖d
which is ‖‖ λC ‖dC‖ : ‖D‖d . 
Now we conclude our list of properties of the cube with c and β .
Corollary 57 (Strong normalisation for c and β ). If  c A : B then A ∈ SNβ .
Proof. Suppose  c A : B. By Theorem 56, ‖‖ λC ‖A‖ : ‖B‖ and since λC is
strongly normalising, ‖A‖ ∈ SN→β . Now ‖A‖ ≡ A[x1 := A1] · · · [xn := An] for some
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n, x1, . . . , xn and terms A1, . . . , An. Therefore, by Lemma 55, also A ∈ SN→β . Hence, by
Lemma 3, A ∈ SNβ . 
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we extended the cube of eight type systems with class reduction and
showed that subject reduction fails for six of the eight extended systems. We then estab-
lished that subject reduction can be regained by adding definitions. The importance of
definitions (also known as “let expressions”) is witnessed by their extensive use in pro-
gramming languages and theorem provers. Intuitively, definitions repair the problem of
subject reduction because they save the type information that otherwise would have been
lost as a result of reduction.
Our typing relation c is the most general relation so far in the literature that satisfies
all the desirable properties of type systems and which we have shown to be more general
than all the rest. We defined a notion of classes of terms which contain all the desirable
information related to a term with respect to normalisation, subject reduction, etc., and
we showed that this notion is more general than any classification of terms that exists
in the literature. We showed that if A′ ∈ [A] then A′ and A have the same normalisation
behaviour and that if  c A : B then for any ′ ∈ [], for any A′ ∈ A and for any B ′ ∈ B,
′ c A′ : B ′. We believe that our type system based on classes is a non-trivial extension
of the usual typing relations and that it deserves attention.
Appendix. Proofs of the lemmas
Proof (Lemma 14)
1. We first prove (by induction on the derivations) that    : A for any A, and that if
  A :  then FV (A) = ∅. Then if   (Ax)B : , by Generation,   B : , so
FV (B) = ∅.
For the case   A : ∗, we first prove by induction on the derivations that if
  A : A′ : , then FV (A) ⊆ {x | ∃A′′ :   x : A′′ : }. Now we prove that if
  (Ax)B : ∗ then x ∈ FV (B): since we are in λω, (Aλx)  B : ∗ and
  A : ∗. Since (Aλx) is a legal context, we have   x : A : ∗, but
FV (B) ⊆ {y | ∃A′′ : (Aλx)  x : A′′ : }, so x ∈ FV (B).
2. By the Generation Lemma 10 twice we get first   (Bλx)C : (A′y)B ′,
  A : A′, B ′[y := A] =β D and then
(Bλx)  C : B ′′, (A′y)B ′ =β (Bx)B ′′ and   (Bx)B ′′ : S.
Now, it follows that B ′ =β B ′′ and by Lemma 14.1, B ′[y := A] ≡ B ′ so B ′′ =β D.
Then by (conv) we have (Bλx)  C : D. But   (Bx)B ′′ : S implies by Genera-
tion Lemma 10 that   B ′′ : S. Also, A′ =β B so by (conv)   A : B.
3. Note that by Generation Lemma 10,   (bπx)c : (By)D. If π ≡  then again use
Generation Lemma 10 to get that (By)D =β S for some S, which is absurd.
4. By induction on the derivations. (axiom): easy. (app), (abs), (conv), (form): use IH.
• (start): If interchanging is in , use IH. Otherwise, (Aλx)(Bλy)  y : B as a
conclusion of (Aλx)  B : S and x ∈ FV (B). We must prove that
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(Bλy)(Aλx)  y : B. By the converse of Lemma 9 (for ordinary λ-calculus),
which is proven by van Benthem-Jutting and listed in [1], we have   B : S,
so by (start) (Bλy)  y : B. Now, since (Aλx) is a legal context,   A : S′
for some sort S′ and thus by (weak) (Bλy)(Aλx)  y : B.
• (weak): if interchanging is in , use IH. Otherwise, (Aλx)(Bλy)  D : E as a
conclusion of (Aλx)  B : S, (Aλx)  D : E and y ∈ FV (B). We must prove
(Bλy)(Aλx)  D : E. Since, (Aλx)  D : E and y ∈ FV (A) ∪ FV (D)
∪ FV (E), by Thinning Lemma 9 for the ordinary λ-calculus we get
(Bλy)(Aλx)  D : E.
5. Suppose e =β S and e ≡ S. Then e →→+β S so there is an e′ such that e →→β e′ →β S.
Now by Corollary 11.1,   e : S′ for some sort S′ and by Subject Reduction for →→β ,
  e′ : S′. But, e′ →β S means that e′ ≡ (J δ)(Hλx)I for some H, I, J such that
I [x := J ] ≡ S. But then either I ≡ S or (I ≡ x and J ≡ ∗). It is easy to check by
Lemma 10 that such application of and abstraction over a sort are impossible for any
system of the cube. 
Proof (Lemma 15). We prove 1 and 2 simultaneously by induction on the derivation of
  A : B.
• Case (axiom): No θ-reduction is possible.
• Case (start) where (Aλx)  x : A comes from   A : S and x is fresh, then the only
possible θ-reduction is in  or (Aλx).
– If θ-reduction is in , use IH.
– If θ-reduction is in (Aλx), by IH,   A′ : S and hence by (start)
(A′λx)  x : A′. By (conv), A =β A′ (Lemma 3) and (A′λx)  A : S (weak),
we get (A′λx)  x : A.
• Case (weak), (conv), (abs) or (form), use IH. For (abs), also use (conv).
• Case (app) where   (aδ)F : B[x := a] comes from   F : (Ax)B and
  a : A:
– If θ-reduction is in  or F , use IH.
– If θ-reduction is in a, then by Correctness of types (Corollary 11.1),
  (Ax)B : S and by Lemma 14.1 x ∈ FV (B). Hence, B[x := a] ≡ B. Now,
use IH.
– If F ≡ (bδ)(cλy)d and (aδ)F →θ (bδ)(cλy)(aδ)d , we must show that
  (bδ)(cλy)(aδ)d : B (note again by Lemma 14.1, B[x := a] ≡ B). By Lemma
10 we get from   F : (Ax)B that (cλy)  d : (A′x)B ′ for some A′, B ′
such that (A′x)B ′[y := b] =β (Ax)B. Since we are in λ→ or λω, we have
y ∈ FV ((A′x)B ′) by Lemma 14.1 so A′ =β A and B ′ =β B, and by (conv)
(cλy)  d : (Ax)B. Now, by (weak) also (cλy)  a : A so by (app)
(cλy)  (aδ)d : B[x := a], i.e., (cλy)  (aδ)d : B. But   (cy)B : S for
some sort S, since B and (Ax)B have the same type, and so by (abs)
  (cλy)(aδ)d : (cy)B and by (app)   (bδ)(cλy)(aδ)d : B[y := b] ≡ B.

Proof (Lemma 16). We prove 1 and 2 simultaneously by induction on the derivation
of   A : B. As all cases are similar to Lemma 15, we only consider (app)
where   (aδ)F : e[y := a] comes from   F : (Ay)e and   a : A. The cases
where θ-reduction is to either  or F or a are similar to the corresponding cases in the
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proof of Lemma 15. We consider the crucial case where F ≡ (bλx)(cδ)d and
(cδ)(aδ)(bλx)d →θ (aδ)F . By Lemma 14.1, y ∈ FV (e) so e[y := a] ≡ e. We must there-
fore show that   (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)d : e. By Lemma 14.2, (bλx)  (cδ)d : e,   a : b
and   (bx)e : S for a sort S. By Lemma 10 on (bλx)  (cδ)d : e, there are B,C such
that (bλx)  d : (Cy)B, (bλx)  c : C, e =β B[y := c] and B[y := c] ≡ e implies
  e : S′ for some sort S′. Now by Lemma 14.1, y ∈ FV (B) so e =β B and if e ≡ B
then   e : S′.
In order to show that   (bx)(Cy)B : S′′ for some sort S′′, note from above that
  (bx)e : S′′ for some sort S′′ and both (Ay)e and (Cy)B are legal. Since the
only formation rules are (∗, ∗) and (,), this implies that b, e, C, and B are all typa-
ble and have type S′′. Then, also (bx)(Cy)B has type S′′. Hence, we can apply (abs)
on (bλx)  d : (Cy)B to get   (bλx)d : (bx)(Cy)B. Since   a : b, by (app)
we get   (aδ)(bλx)d : ((Cy)B)[x := a]. Since (bλx)  c : C, by the Substitution
Lemma 12 we have   c[x := a] : C[x := a].
But, c[x := a] := c because (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)d →θ (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)d . So we get by (app)
that   (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)d : B[x := a][y := c] and since x, y ∈ FV (B) and e =β B we are
done by (conv). 
Proof (Lemma 17). We prove 1 and 2 simultaneously by induction on the derivation of
  A : B.
• Case (axiom): nothing to prove.
• Case (start) where (Aλx)  x : A comes from   A : S and x is fresh, then the only
possible γ -reduction is in  or (Aλx). In the first case use IH, in the second, use IH,
(start), (conv), (weak) and Proposition 3.
• Case (weak), (conv), (abs) or (form), use IH. For (abs), use also (conv).
• Case (app) where   (aδ)F : e[x := a] comes from   F : (Ax)e and
  a : A. If γ -reduction is in a, F or , apply IH (if γ -reduction is in a, note that
by Lemma 14.1, x ∈ FV (e) so e[x := a] ≡ e). Now we consider the crucial case
where   (aδ)(bλx)(cπy)d : e (i.e., F ≡ (bλx)(cπy)d) with π ∈ {, λ} and
x ∈ FV (c). We must prove that   (cπy)(aδ)(bλx)d : e. By Lemma 14.2,
(bλx)  (cπy)d : e,   a : b and   (bx)e : S for some sort S.
– Suppose π ≡ . By Lemma 10 on (bλx)  (cπy)d : e we get
(bλx)(cλy)  d : S2, (bλx)  c : S1, (S1, S2) is a rule and e =β S2 (and if
e ≡ S2 then (bλx)  e : S′). By Lemma 14.4 (note that x ∈ FV (c))
we also have (cλy)(bλx)  d : S2. If needed, we use (conv) to get
(cλy)(bλx)  d : e and by (abs) (cλy)  (bλx)d : (bx)e. As   a : b then
by (weak) (cλy)  a : b and by (app) (cλy)  (aδ)(bλx)d : e[x := a] ≡ e. By
Lemma 14.5, e ≡ S2 so we can use formation to get that
  (cy)(aδ)(bλx)d : e.
– Suppose π ≡ λ. By Lemma 10 on (bλx)  (cλy)d : e we have for some f that
(bλx)(cλy)  d : f , (bλx)  (cy)f : S′ and (cy)f =β e. By Lemma 14.4,
(cλy)(bλx)  d : f . By Corollary 11.1,   (bx)e : S for some S. Hence by
Lemma 10,   b : S1, (bλx)  e : S for some S1 where (S1, S) is a rule. Simi-
larly, (bλx)  c : S3, (bλx)(cλy)  f : S′ for some S3 where (S3, S′) is a rule.
Since e =β (cy)f , then by the termination of all the cube systems for →β we have
S =β S′ and hence S ≡ S′. Also by Lemma 14.4, (cλy)(bλx)  f : S′ ≡ S. By
(weak) (cλy)  b : S1. Hence since (S1, S) is a rule, (form) gives
(cλy)  (bx)f : S. So by (abs) (cλy)  (bλx)d : (bx)f . Now by (weak)
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(cλy)  a : b so by (app)(cλy)  (aδ)(bλx)d : f [x := a]. Since by Lemma 14.1
x ∈ FV (f ), (cλy)  (aδ)(bλy)d : f . From (bλx)  (cy)f : S′, S ≡ S′, x ∈
FV (c) ∪ FV (f ) and by the reverse of Thinning (Jutting, see [1]) it follows that  
(cy)f : S. So by (abs) we get:   (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)d : (cy)f . Now use (conv)
to get   (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)d : e. 
Proof (Lemma 18). We prove 1 and 2 simultaneously by induction on the derivation of
  A : B.
• Case (axiom): nothing to prove.
• Case (start) where (Aλx)  x : A comes from   A : S and x is fresh, then the only
possible γ -reduction is to  or (Aλx). In the first case use IH. In the second, use IH,
(start), (conv), (weak) and Proposition 3.
• Case (weak) or (conv), use IH.
• Case (app) where   (aδ)F : e[x := a] comes from   F : (Ax)e and   a : A.
If γ -reduction is to a, F or , apply IH (for the case where γ -reduction is in a, note
that by Lemma 14.1, x ∈ FV (e) so e[x := a] ≡ e).
• Case (abs) where   (Aλx)b : (Ax)B comes from (Aλx)  b : B and
  (Ax)B : S. If reduction is to  or b use IH. If reduction is to A use IH and
(conv). Now take the crucial case where (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e →γ (Aλx)(cδ)(dλy)e and
b ≡ (cδ)(dλy)e (recall Lemma 14.3). We must show   (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e : (Ax)B.
Note that y ∈ FV (A) and y ∈ FV (B) (the latter holds since FV (B) ⊆ dom()
and by the Barendregt Convention, as y is bound in b we would not choose
it in dom()). By Lemma 14.2 on (Aλx)  b ≡ (cδ)(dλy)e : B we get:
(Aλx)(dλy)  e : B, (Aλx)  c : d and (Aλx)  (dy)B : S′ for a sort S′. Note
by γ -reduction that x ∈ FV (c) ∪ FV (d) and hence by the converse of the Thinning
Lemma on (Aλx)  c : d we get   c : d . Note by γ -reduction that x ∈ FV (d)
and hence by Lemma 14.4 on (Aλx)(dλy)  e : B we get (dλy)(Aλx)  e : B.
But also by Lemma 9 on   (Ax)B : S we get (dλy)  (Ax)B : S. Hence, by
(abs) we get (dλy)  (Aλx)e : (Ax)B. Recall that we have   (Ax)B : S and
(Aλx)  (dy)B : S′. We want to show that   (dy)(Ax)B : S′′ for some sort
S′′. By Lemma 10 on (Aλx)  (dy)B : S′ we get that (Aλx)  d : S1,
(Aλx)(dλy)  B : S′ and (S1, S′) is a rule. As y ∈ FV (B) then by the converse of
Thinning, (Aλx)  B : S′. By Lemma 10 on   (Ax)B : S we get
(Aλx)  B : S. Hence, S ≡ S′. Also from   (Ax)B : S we get by Lemma 9
(dλy)  (Ax)B : S. But  d : S1 and (S1, S) is a rule, hence we get by (form) that
  (dy)(Ax)B : S. Now as (dλy)  (Aλx)e : (Ax)B and
  (dy)(Ax)B : S we get by (abs) that   (dλy)(Aλx)e : (dy)(Ax)B.
Finally, recall that y ∈ FV (A) ∪ FV (B) and hence ((Ax)B)[y := c] ≡ (Ax)B.
Now, as   c : d and   (dλy)(Aλx)e : (dy)(Ax)B we use (app) to get the con-
clusion that   (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e : (Ax)B.
• Case (form) where   (Ax)B : S2 comes from   A : S1, (Aλx)  B : S2 and
(S1, S2) rule. If γ -reduction is in either  or A or B then use IH. Now take the cru-
cial case where (Cδ)(Dλy)(Ax)E →γ (Ax)(Cδ)(Dλy)E and B ≡ (Cδ)(Dλy)E
(recall Lemma 14.3) we must show that   (Cδ)(Dλy)(Ax)E : S2. By
Lemma 14.2 on (Aλx)  (Cδ)(Dλy)E : S2 we get
(Aλx)(Dλy)  E : S2,(Aλx)  C : D
and (Aλx)  (Dy)S2 : S′ for some sort S′.
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As x ∈ FV (D), we get by Lemma 14.4 that (Dλy)(Aλx)  E : S2. By Lemma 9
on   A : S1, we have (Dλy)  A : S1. Now use the fact that (S1, S2) is a rule
to get by (form) that (Dλy)  (Ax)E : S2. By converse of Thinning Lemma, as
x ∈ FV (D) we get from (Aλx)  (Dy)S2 : S′ that
  (Dy)S2 : S′.  (Dy)S2 : S′ and (Dλy)  (Ax)E : S2
give by (abs)   (Dλy)(Ax)E : (Dy)S2. As x ∈ FV (C) ∪ FV (D), we get by the
converse of Thinning Lemma on (Aλx)  C : D that   C : D. Now
use (app) on   C : D and   (Dλy)(Ax)E : (Dy)S2 to get
  (Cδ)(Dλy)(Ax)E : S2[y := C] ≡ S2. 
Proof (Lemma 40). By simultaneous induction on the length of the derivation. We distin-
guish cases according to the last rule in 1.
• (axiom): nothing to prove.
• (conv), (abs) or (form): use IH. For (abs) use also (conv).
• (start): Assume d c subj(d) : pred(d) comes from  ≺ d . If reduction is in  or in
d where d is a definition then use IH. If d is a declaration and reduction is in d then use
IH and (conv). Else, if d ≡ (aδ)(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) and d →θ d ′ ≡ (cδ)(eλy)(aδ)(bλx)
then by IH  ≺ d ′, so by (start) d ′ c subj(d ′) : pred(d ′). Now it is easy to show
that (cδ)(eλy) ≺ (aδ)(bλx) so by (start) (cδ)(eλy)(aδ)(bλx)  x : b.
• (weak): Assume d c D : E comes from d c D : E and  ≺ d . If reduction is in
d , in D, or in a main item of d , use IH and (conv). Otherwise,
d ≡ (aδ)(bδ)(cλx)s¯(eλy) for some a, b, c, e, s¯ well balanced and
d ′ ≡ (bδ)(cλx)(aδ)s¯(eλy) where d →θ d ′. We must show that
(bδ)(cλx)(aδ)s¯(eλy) c D : E. Since  ≺ d we have that d is a pseudocontext,
(bδ)(cλx)s¯ c e : S for some sort S and(bδ)(cλx)s¯ c a : e and FV (a) ⊆ dom().
Now it follows that also (bδ)(cλx) ≺ (aδ)s¯(eλy), so by (weak)
(bδ)(cλx)(aδ)s¯(eλy) c D : E.
• (app): If reduction is in , a or F , use IH (also (conv), Corollary 36 and
Lemma 35 for a). Otherwise,  c (aδ)(bδ)(cλx)F : B[y := a] is a conclusion
from  c (bδ)(cλx)F : (Ay)B and   a : A. Then by Lemma 34,
(bδ)(cλx) c F : (Ay)B and by Lemma 33 on  c a : A we have
(bδ)(cλx) c a : A. So by (app) (bδ)(cλx) c (aδ)F : B[y := a] and by (def rule)
 c (bδ)(cλx)(aδ)F : |B[y := a]|(bδ)(cλx). Since x ∈ FV (B[y := a]) we are done.
• (def rule) where  c dC : |D|d comes from d c C : D where d is a definition.
Since d is well-balanced, and  contains only partnered δ-items, reduction must be in
, or d or C.
† If reduction is in C use IH.
† If reduction is in  where  →θ ′ then:
– Use IH to deduce by (def rule) that ′ c dC : |D|d .
– Now suppose  ≺ d and  →θ ′. Then ′d is a pseudocontext,
′d c pred(d) : S and ′d c def(d) : pred(d) follow from IH. Moreover,
FV (def(d ′)) ⊆ dom() since →θ does not change binders in . Hence,
′ ≺ d .
† If reduction is in d , say d →θ d ′, then:
– Either d ′ is still a definition or d ≡ (aδ)(bδ)(cλx)s¯(eλy) and
d ′ ≡ (bδ)(cλx)(aδ)s¯(eλy). In the first case,  c d ′C : |D|d follows from IH
and (conv). In the second case, since by IH, d ′ c C : D, we get by (def rule)
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(bδ)(cλx) c (aδ)s¯(eλy)C : |D|(aδ)s¯(eλy). By applying (def rule) again, we get
 c d ′C : |D|d ′ , and by Lemma 39 we are done.
– Lastly, suppose  ≺ d . Then d ′ is a pseudocontext. If the reduction is in
d or not on the main items of d , use IH and (conv) to get  ≺ d ′. Otherwise,
d ≡ (aδ)(bδ)(cλx)s¯(eλy) and d ′ ≡ (bδ)(cλx)(aδ)s¯(eλy) for some a, b, c, e
and well balanced s¯. It is easy to show that d ′ is a pseudocontext and
that FV (a) ⊆ dom((bδ)(cλx)). Also, because  ≺ d we have
that (bδ)(cλx)s¯ c e : S and (bδ)(cλx)s¯ c a : e. Hence,
(bδ)(cλx) ≺ (aδ)s¯(eλy). 
Proof (Lemma 41). By simultaneous induction on the length of the derivation. We distin-
guish cases according to the last rule in the derivation for 1.
• (axiom): nothing to prove.
• (conv), (abs) or (form): use IH.
• (start): Assume d c subj(d) : pred(d) comes from  ≺ d . If reduction is to 
or to d where d is a definition then use IH. If d is a declaration and reduction is to d
then use IH and (conv). Else, if d ≡ (aδ)s¯(bλx), ≡ 1(cδ)(eλy) where
(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) →θ (cδ)(eλy)(aδ)s¯(bλx),
and 1(cδ)(eλy)(aδ)s¯(bλx) c x : a comes from 1(cδ)(eλy) ≺ (aδ)s¯(bλx)
then we need to show that 1(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) c x : a. It is easy to show that
1 ≺ (aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) and hence by (start) 1(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) c x : a.
• (weak): Assume d c D : E comes from d c D : E and  ≺ d . If reduction
is either to , d , D, or to a main item of d , use IH and (conv) if needed. Else, if
d ≡ (aδ)s¯(bλx), ≡ 1(cδ)(eλy) where
(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) →θ (cδ)(eλy)(aδ)s¯(bλx),
and 1(cδ)(eλy)(aδ)s¯(bλx) c D : E comes from 1(cδ)(eλy) ≺ (aδ)s¯(bλx) and
1(cδ)(eλy)s¯ c D : E, then use IH to show 1 ≺ (aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) and use
1(cδ)(eλy)s¯ c D : E to conclude by (weak) that 1(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)s¯(bλx) c D : E.
• (app):  c (aδ)F : B[x := a] comes from  c F : (Ax)B and  c a : A.
– If θ-reduction is to  or F , use IH.
– If θ-reduction is to a use IH, Correctness of Types Corollary 36 and (conv).
– If F ≡ (bλx)(cδ)F ′ and (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ →θ (aδ)F (where x ∈ FV (c)), we
must show that  c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : B[x := a]. By Lemma 34 on
 c (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)F ′ : B[x := a] we have (aδ)(bλx) c (cδ)F ′ : B[x := a].
Again by Lemma 34 (aδ)(bλx) c F ′ : (Cy)D and (aδ)(bλx) c c : C for
some C, y,D such that (aδ)(bλx) c D[y := c] =def B[x := a]. By (def rule),
 c (aδ)(bλx)F ′ : ((Cy)D)[x := a] and by Lemma 35 on
(aδ)(bλx) c c : C (note x ∈ FV (c)), we get  c c : C[x := a]. Now by (app)
on  c (aδ)(bλx)F ′ : ((Cy)D)[x := a] and  c c : C[x := a] we get
 c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : D[x := a][y := c].
Since x ∈ FV (c),
D[x := a][y := c] ≡ D[y := c][x := a] =β B[x := a][x := a] ≡ B[x := a].
Therefore by (conv),  c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : B[x := a].
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• (def rule): where  c dC : |D|d comes from d c C : D where d is a definition.
Since d is well-balanced, and contains only partnered δ-items, reduction must be to,
to d or to C or we must have C ≡ (cδ)e and d ≡ (aδ)(bλx)
where (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)e →θ (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)e. The first three cases are an easy
application of IH. In the last case,  c (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)e : |D|(aδ)(bλx) comes from
(aδ)(bλx) c (cδ)e : D. We need to show that c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)e : |D|(aδ)(bλx). By
Lemma 34 on (aδ)(bλx) c (cδ)e : D we have,
(aδ)(bλx) c e : (Gy)E,(aδ)(bλx) c c : G
and (aδ)(bλx) c E[y := c] =def D. Then by the (def rule),
 c (aδ)(bλx)e : ((Gy)E)[x := a] and by Lemma 35.4,
 c c[x := a] : G[x := a]. But c[x := a] ≡ c
and hence by (app) we get  c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)e : E[x := a][y := c]. But as
y ∈ FV (a), we have
E[x := a][y := c] ≡ E[y := c][x := a] =β D[x := a]
and now use (conv) on  c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)e : E[x := a][y := c] and Corollary 36 to
obtain  c (cδ)(aδ)(bλx)e : D[x := a].
Now suppose  ≺ d and ′ →θ  then by IH, also ′ ≺ d .
Lastly, suppose  ≺ d and d ′ →θ d . If d is a definition, then reduction must be in a
main item of d ′ or on the main items of d ′. Hence by IH, we get  ≺ d ′. 
Proof (Lemma 42). By simultaneous induction on the length of the derivation. We distin-
guish cases according to the last rule in the derivation for 1.
• (axiom): nothing to prove. (conv), (abs) or (form): use IH. For (abs) also use (conv).
• (start): Assume d c subj(d) : pred(d) comes from  ≺ d . If reduction is in  or in
d where d is a definition then use IH. If d is a declaration and reduction is in d then use
IH and (conv). Else, if d ≡ (aδ)s¯(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) and d →γ d ′ ≡ (aδ)s¯(bλx)(cδ)(eλy)
then by Lemma 32, (aδ)s¯(bλx)(cδ)(eλy) c subj(d) : pred(d) because
x ∈ FV (c) ∪ FV (e).
• (weak): Assume d c D : E comes from d c D : E and  ≺ d . If reduction is in
d , in D, or in a main item of d , use IH and (conv). Otherwise,
d ≡ (aδ)s¯(bδ)(cλx)(eλy) for some a, b, c, e, s¯ and d ′ ≡ (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(cλx) where
d →γ d ′. Now, use Lemma 32.
• (app): Case  c (aδ)F : B[x := a] comes from  c F : (Ax)B and  c a : A.
If reduction is in , a or F , use IH (also (conv), Corollary 36 and Lemma 35 for a).
Else if  c (aδ)(bλx)(cλy)F ′ : B[x := a] comes from
 c (bλx)(cλy)F ′ : (Ax)B and  c a : A
where (aδ)(bλx)(cλy)F ′ →γ (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ then we need to show that
 c (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : B[x := a].
By Lemma 34 on  c (aδ)(bλx)(cλy)F ′ : B[x := a] we have that
(aδ)(bλx) c (cλy)F ′ : B[x := a] and again by Lemma 34, for some D and S,
(aδ)(bλx)(cλy) c F ′ : D, (aδ)(bλx) c (cy)D : S,
(aδ)(bλx) c (cy)D =def B[x := a]
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and if (cy)D ≡ B[x := a] then (aδ)(bλx) c B[x := a] : S′ for some S′. By
Lemma 32 on (aδ)(bλx)(cλy) c F ′ : D, (cλy)(aδ)(bλx) c F ′ : D and hence by
(def rule) we have (cλy)c (aδ)(bλx)F ′ : D[x := a]. But (aδ)(bλx)c (cy)D : S
gives by Lemma 35.4,  c ((cy)D)[x := a] : S. But x ∈ FV (c) and hence
 c (cy)D[x := a] : S. Now use (abs) on  c (cy)D[x := a] : S and
(cλy) c (aδ)(bλx)F ′ : D[x := a] to get c (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : (cy)D[x := a].
But as (aδ)(bλx) c (cy)D =def B[x := a] and x ∈ FV (c), Lemma 35.1 gives
 c (cy)D[x := a] =def B[x := a][x := a] ≡ B[x := a].
We treat two cases:
– If (cy)D ≡ B[x := a] then (cy)D[x := a] ≡ B[x := a] and we are done.
– If (cy)D ≡ B[x := a] then  c B[x := a] : S′.
By (conv)  c (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)F ′ : B[x := a].
• (def rule) where  c dC : |D|d comes from d c C : D where d is a definition.
– If reduction is in C or in  use IH.
– If reduction is in d , say d →θ d ′, then if d ′ is still a definition use IH and (conv).
– If reduction is in d , say d →θ d ′ and d ′ is not a definition then
d ≡ (aδ)s¯(bδ)(cλx)(eλy) for some a, b, c, e, s¯ well balanced and
d ′ ≡ (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(cλx) where d →γ d ′. Since by IH, d ′ c C : D,
we get by (def rule) (aδ)s¯(eλy) c (bδ)(cλx)C : |D|(bδ)(cλx). By (def rule)
again,
 c (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(cλx)C : ‖D|(bδ)(cλx)|(aδ)s¯(eλy) ≡ |D|d ′ .
Now use Lemma 39.
– If reduction is in dC where  c (aδ)(bλx)(cλy)e : D[x := a] comes from
(aδ)(bλx) c (cλy)e : D and (aδ)(bλx)(cλy)e →γ (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)e. We
must show that  c (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)e : D[x := a]. By Lemma 34 on
(aδ)(bλx) c (cλy)e : D we get
(aδ)(bλx)(cλy) c e : E, (aδ)(bλx) c (cy)E : S,
(aδ)(bλx) c (cy)E =def D,
and if (cy)E ≡ D then (aδ)(bλx) c D : S′. By Lemma 32 on
(aδ)(bλx)(cλy) c e : E we get (cλy)(aδ)(bλx) c e : E. By (def rule) we get
(cλy) c (aδ)(bλx)e : E[x := a]. As x ∈ FV (c), we get by Substitution Lemma
35 on (aδ)(bλx) c (cy)E : S that  c (cy)E[x := a] : S. Hence, by (abs)
 c (cλy)(aδ)(bλx)e : (cy)E[x := a].
* If (cy)E ≡ D then (cy)E[x := a] ≡ D[x := a] and we are done.
* If (cy)E ≡ D then (aδ)(bλx) c D : S′ and hence by Lemma 35
 c D[x := a] : S′. As (aδ)(bλx) c (cy)E =def D, then by Lemma 35
(aδ)(bλx) c (cy)E[x := a] =def D[x := a]. Now use (conv) to get that c
(cλy)(aδ)(bλx)e : D[x := a].
Lastly, suppose  ≺ d . Then d ′ is a pseudocontext. If the reduction is in d or
not on the main items of d , use IH and (conv) to get  ≺ d ′. Otherwise,
d ≡ (aδ)s¯(bδ)(cλx)(eλy) for some a, b, c, e, s¯ well balanced and
d ′ ≡ (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(cλx) where d →γ d ′. Take d ′′ ≡ (aδ)s¯(eλy). It is easy to show
that d ′′ is a pseudocontext and that FV (a) ⊆ dom(). Also, because  ≺ d we have
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that s¯(bδ)(cλx) c e : S and s¯(bδ)(cλx) c a : e and so by converse of thinning
s¯ c e : S and s¯ c a : e. Hence,  ≺ (aδ)s¯(eλy) ≡ d ′′. 
Proof (Lemma 43). By simultaneous induction on the length of the derivation. We distin-
guish cases according to the last rule in the derivation for 1.
• (axiom): nothing to prove. (conv): use IH.
• (abs): Assume  c (Aλx)b : (Ax)B comes from (Aλx) c b : B and
 c (Ax)B : S. If reduction is to  or b use IH. If reduction is to A use IH and
(conv). Now take the crucial case where b ≡ (cδ)(dλy)e and
(cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e →γ (Aλx)(cδ)(dλy)e.
We must show that  c (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e : (Ax)B. By Generation Lemma 34 on
(Aλx) c (cδ)(dλy)e : B we get (Aλx)(cδ)(dλy) c e : B. By Lemma 32
(cδ)(dλy)(Aλx) c e : B. By Lemma 33 on  c (Ax)B : S we get
(cδ)(dλy) c (Ax)B : S. By (abs) we get
(cδ)(dλy) c (Aλx)e : (Ax)B. By (def rule)
 c (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e : ((Ax)B)[y := c].
But by γ -reduction, y ∈ FV (A). Also, y ∈ FV (B) because by Lemma 29 on
(Aλx) c (cδ)(dλy)e : B,FV (B) ⊆ dom((Aλx)) and as (Aλx)(cδ)(dλy)
is a pseudocontext, y ∈ dom((Aλx)). Hence, ((Ax)B)[y := c] ≡ (Ax)B and we
have  c (cδ)(dλy)(Aλx)e : (Ax)B.
• (form): If  c (Ax)B : S2 comes from  c A : S1, (Aλx) c B : S2 and (S1, S2)
rule. If γ -reduction is in either  or A or B then use IH. Now take the crucial case where
 c (Ax)(aδ)(bλy)C : S2 comes from  c A : S1, (Aλx) c (aδ)(bλy)C : S2,
(S1, S2) and (aδ)(bλy)(Ax)C →γ (Ax)(aδ)(bλy)C. We need to show that
 c (aδ)(bλy)(Ax)C : S2. By Lemma 34 on (Aλx) c (aδ)(bλy)C : S2, we
get (Aλx)(aδ)(bλy) c C : S2. By Lemma 32 we get (aδ)(bλy)(Aλx) c C : S2
because x ∈ FV (a) ∪ FV (b). By Lemma 33 on  c A : S1, we get
(aδ)(bλy) c A : S1. Now use (form) to get (aδ)(bλy) c (Ax)C : S2. Finally,
by (def rule)  c (aδ)(bλy)(Ax)C : S2.
• (start): Assume d c subj(d) : pred(d) comes from  ≺ d . If reduction is
to  or to d where d is a definition then use IH. If d is a declaration and reduction
is to d then use IH and (conv). Else, if 1(aδ)(bλx)(cδ)(eλy) c y : c comes from
1(aδ)(bλx) ≺ (cδ)(eλy) where (aδ)(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) →γ (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)(eλy) then by
Lemma 32 1(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) c y : c.
• (weak): Assume d c D : E comes from d c D : E and  ≺ d . If reduction
is either to , d , D, or to a main item of d , use IH and (conv) if needed. Else, if
1(aδ)(bλx)(cδ)(eλy) c D : E comes from 1(aδ)(bλx) ≺ (cδ)(eλy) and
1(aδ)(bλx) c D : E where (aδ)(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) →γ (aδ)(bλx)(cδ)(eλy)
then by Lemma 32, 1(aδ)(cδ)(eλy)(bλx) c D : E.
• (app): If reduction is to, a or F , use IH (also (conv) Corollary 36 and Lemma 35 for a).
• (def rule): Assume  c dC : |D|d comes from d c C : D where d is a definition.
– If reduction is to C or to  use IH.
– If reduction is to d , say d →θ d ′, then d ′ must be a definition and we use IH.
– If reduction is to dC where  c (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(dλx)f : |D|(aδ)s¯(eλy) comes from
(aδ)s¯(eλy) c (bδ)(dλx)f : D with
(aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy)f →γ (aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(dλx)f.
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We show  c (aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy)f : |D|(aδ)s¯(eλy). By Lemma 34,
(aδ)s¯(eλy)(bδ)(dλx) c f : D. By Lemma 32, (aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy) c f : D
because y ∈ FV (b) ∪ FV (d). The segment (aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy) is well balanced.
Case (eλy) is partnered by (aδ), use the (def rule) and Lemma 39. Else, assume
(aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy) ≡ (aδ)s1(hδ)s2(bδ)(dλx)(eλy) where (hδ) is the partner of
(eλy). Apply the (def rule) to get
(aδ)s1 c (hδ)s2(bδ)(dλx)(eλy)f : |D|(hδ)s2(bδ)(dλx)(eλy).
As (aδ)s1 is well balanced, continue applying the (def rule) and using Lemma 39
until you get  c (aδ)s¯(bδ)(dλx)(eλy)f : |D|(aδ)s¯(eλy). 
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